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Pattern Matching

1. Let $P = \text{abacabaca}$ and $T = \text{abacabacabaca}$. Search for $P$ in $T$ using the KMP algorithm.

2. Build the suffix-skip array for the following strings: $\text{cbadabacaba}$, $\text{ingstating}$, and $\text{aabaa}$.

3. Let $P = \text{ababbcabcbab}$. Construct the last-occurrence function over the alphabet $\{a, b, c, d\}$ and the suffix-skip array. Then search for the pattern in the following text, using the Boyer-Moore algorithm:

   $\text{abababbbcbabababbbcbabcbadababbcbabcababbbcbabcbab}$